The Lightning Bug Family Entertainment Center Allergen Policy
Lightning Bug Family Entertainment Center LLC and its employees and members do not assume any
responsibility for any allergic reactions or sensitivity to any food provided in our restaurant.
All Allergens including peanuts and gluten:
Allergens include, but are not limited to: gluten, peanuts, tree nuts, soy, dairy, eggs, and w heat. Customers
of the Lightning Bug Family Entertainment Center should be aware of the risk that our ingredient
manufacturers or suppliers may change the formulation of ingredients , and/or substitute other ingredients at
any time, without notice. Our ingredient/allergen list provides known instances of allergens but does not
guarantee that any ingredients and/or prepared food products is allergen-free. We do not guarantee that any
of our food products and ingredients is 100% free of any allergens. We do our best to accommodate special
dietary needs and might agree to modify our standard recipes to accommodate as much as possible special
dietary needs and will be happy to show you ingredient labels, but even in this case contamination may occur
in the kitchen and we do not guarantee that any of our custom-modified food products are 100% free of any
allergens or any specified ingredients.
We cannot assume any liability for adverse reactions to any food
consumed or any food items one may come into contact on the premises. Customers should exercise
judgement when ordering based on the above information.
Additional note on Gluten:
Lightning Bug Family Entertainment Center LLC is proud to offer “gluten-free crust” pizza and “gluten-free
bun” burgers and sandwiches. However, The Lightning Bug kitchen is not a gluten-free environment. Due to
the nature of our menu items, vendor-supplied ingredients, and the use of common cooking and preparation
areas, we cannot guarantee that our restaurant environment is completely free of gluten. We use dedicated
fryers for our potato fries and sweet potato fries and we fry in 100% canola oil, however as with all our other
food items the possibility of contamination does exist. Our gluten-free buns are toasted separately from our
regular buns but gluten contamination could still occur. Our employees are instructed to follow certain steps
to minimize gluten contamination when serving a “gluten-free crust” pizza or a “gluten-free bun” burgers or
sandwich but we do not guarantee that our “gluten-free crust” pizza or “gluten-free bun” burgers/sandwiches
or any of our food items will be 100% gluten free. Customers should exercise judgement when ordering
based on the above information.
Additional Note on Peanuts:
Lightning Bug Family entertainment center LLC’s policy is to minimize peanut contamination by selecting,
storing and cooking with peanut-free ingredients as much as possible. However, our ingredient manufacturer
and/or suppliers could change the formulation of any ingredients to include peanuts at any time without
noticing management. There is always the possibility that any of our food products or ingredients could
contain peanuts or could have been contaminated with peanuts or any other allergens in our kitchen or at
the manufacturing facility. Our ingredients/allergens list provides known instances of allergens but does not
guarantee that any ingredients and/or prepared food products is allergen-free. We therefore do not
guarantee that any of our food products is 100% free of peanuts. Customers should exercise judgement when
ordering based on the above information.

